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You play laser tag with sudden envelopes and candid
cameras 
cantaloupe
Frontal lobe microbes until it's dissolved
Rework angles to evolve status
Cleansing to the riddle of the puzzle solved
My timeframe nameless as it seems with no direction
I recall telephones to teleport your optimized cell-
shaded nightmares
My peek-a-boo Pikachu sent lightning bolts
Threw the kitchen book down twelve flights of stairs
Rearranged motion left elliptical reseted
I wasnÂ’t there
It's My Chemical Romance to dance fluid fluidity
Really milestones to travel gravel
Now I'm lost
Walking with no direction
Either or pretending to phase in and out of reality
Rapidly tested
I self intellect reverse to optimize the detailed
revamped message
Error occurred
The simple fact I wasn't concerned
Tunnel vision enlightened which way the world turns
The moment the last wishing well drowns Tinkerbell
Felt the bitter Bible Belt drop kicks to the chest pain
Whispered then dealt with it
Its transparency
A movement less captured
Seldom I do Dillinger digital different aspect of
articulating grammar
Man if I could bend space and time
You could adapt to a place like mine
Euphoric
Only I hover so low velocity
Believe it or not once the temperature bubble boiled
It spoiled my day
With every breath I take an earthquake takes place
Maybe if I was to belittle myself in the sense of making
me laugh
Baffled integrity inside of the isolated Rubik's Cube
chess move
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Who do I blame first?
I know it wasn't you
But you and yours truly couldn't continue arguing about
each otherÂ’s 
menu
What did I order?
Maybe an extra shipment of brain cells shaded in poly-
ocular 
capacitors
Playing JumpinÂ’ Jack Flash Gordon
With neural glitching bypassing neurons
No excuse morons
This is used to stimulate ideology
Centered around Space Invader attributes more gone
It just wasn't my daydream turned to nightmares
It all comes down to the final breath I take
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